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ISSUE
Dining programs and local food initiatives at
health care facilities have been impacted in
a variety of ways during the COVID-19
pandemic. Reduced visitation combined
with unexpected PPE costs, a drastic
reduction in outpatient procedures, slashed
budgets, and overburdened staff have
caused some facilities to place their local
procurement initiatives on hiatus. However,
there are facilities exploring ways to further
leverage their farm-to-institution initiatives
to expand their constituents' access to fresh,
locally produced foods at a time when
household food procurement presents
unique challenges.

INNOVATION
This brief highlights how healthcare
facilities implemented and expanded local
food initiatives during the pandemic as a
means to effectively feed and care for
healthcare constituents while also investing
in the local food economy. Specifically, by
leveraging existing partnerships and value
chains, healthcare organizations moved
quickly to serve their stakeholders through
onsite retail (e.g. grocery) locations and
expanded community supported agriculture
(CSA) or produce subscription programs
while continuing to support local food
producers whose markets were also
impacted by the pandemic.

OUTCOME
Healthcare organizations report both
success and significant positive impact of
on-site retail and produce subscription
programs
both
among
healthcare
constituents and local food producers.
These initiatives underscore the value of
long term, collaborative value chain
partnerships
between
healthcare
organizations and their local food partners,
and the significant power embedded in
anchor institutions to support the health of
their community and the resilience of local
food economies.

Healthcare CSAs and
Local Retail Outlets
Healthcare facilities are key players in the growth of
farm-to-institution initiatives both because of their role as
anchor institutions, and their direct connection to
promoting the health and well-being of staff and patients.
Many in the healthcare sector see these initiatives as
critical to building the health and resiliency of our local
communities and have identified local and sustainable food
projects as important components in addressing challenges
related to food insecurity and food access. These activities
can include on-site farmers markets, subsidizing
community supported agriculture (CSA) shares for patients
or staff, on-site retail outlets, and establishing voucher
programs that subsidize purchases of fruits and vegetables
at farmers markets and other outlets (HCWH 2007). The
Affordable Care Act encourages hospitals to develop
preventative-based community benefit programs to help
identify top health needs in communities (HCWH 2018).
Many of these activities are embedded in those community
benefit programs.
Farm-to-healthcare initiatives impacted by COVID-19
adapted to serve their constituents while maintaining and
leveraging collaborative relationships across their local
food system. Two primary innovations include facilitating
produce subscription programs (commonly referred to as
CSA programs), and the creation or adaptation of on-site
local food retail outlets to serve members of the healthcare
community. As the examples provided will demonstrate,
local food value chains can play a vital role in supporting
healthcare operations in times of crisis and beyond.
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On-site CSA Programs
While there are numerous models of CSA
programs, one common scenario is that
recipients pay the farmer or producer at the
beginning of the season for several months of
produce or other farm products. The CSA
“shares” are then distributed at the farm or a
specific location where members pick them up
weekly or at a predetermined interval. For
healthcare CSA programs, the logistics are
often managed by dining or sustainability
departments and the shares are typically
distributed on-site so staff can pick them up
while at work, thus eliminating the need for a
separate trip.
During the pandemic, CSA shares at hospitals
and other healthcare facilities have allowed staff
—many of whom are working in overcrowded
facilities and are at an increased risk of exposure
—access to fresh, nutritious, local food without
having to leave the premises. They have also
provided continued investment in local food
businesses even though visitation and cafeteria
participation may be down. As Tom Serafin,
Food Services Director of Concord Hospital in
New Hampshire, noted: “One thing COVID
has taught me is that when there are periods of
questionable supply, the value in these local
relationships increases exponentially.” Serafin,
who has been managing a CSA program at
Concord Hospital for the last 5 years, added,
“the response this year has been 30% greater
than what it has ever been.”
Worksite CSAs affected by mass shifts to a
work at home model have seen reduced
participation, but even those are finding many
staff still willing to come to the site for pick-up,
and they are adapting to find new ways to
attract staff customers. At Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Massachusetts (BCBSMA), their CSA
program is one of several initiatives that

demonstrate their food-as-medicine philosophy
(they also manage on-site farmers’ markets and
gardens). BCBSMA launched their CSA companywide in 2019 with shares available at three sites (one
in Boston and two on the Southshore). Items are
currently sourced from local farms managed by the
Trustees of Reservations. With about 70
participants, the CSA was an immediate success in
year one when all staff were on location and could
pick up their shares at work. Now, even with 100%
of staff working from home, CSA participation is
approximately 30. “It’s great that 50% of members
are still going to pick up [on-site],” says Monica
Nakielski,
Director
of
Sustainability
and
Environmental Health. The shift to remote work
has motivated BCBSMA organizers to accelerate
efforts to make the program more accessible
through things like payroll deduction and
reimbursement for participation, and to expand the
program to financially incentivize participation in
any CSA, not just the one organized by the facility.
Using a payroll deduction program for CSA
accessibility builds on earlier learning at Mass
General Brigham (MGB) where Nakielski launched
a similar program in her previous role as the Senior
Program Manager for Sustainability. After
conducting a cost analysis, MGB found that the
CSA was less expensive than comparable products
at the grocery store or farmers’ market. Yet, in the
first year, they found that a lot of white, high
wage-earning members were enrolling in the CSA,
while hourly workers were less likely to participate.
Recognizing that sign-ups for CSAs typically
require a single, large payment at the beginning of
the season and often fall right before the holidays
when budgets may be tighter, they transitioned to a
payroll deduction model to allow participants to
spread payments out over a longer period of time.
“This allows employees who budget on a tighter
financial schedule the ability to sign up and have a
portion of the payment come out of each
paycheck,” explains Mike Kazmierczak, MGB
Contracts Manager and co-manager of the
program. By working with the HR team, they have
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added a space in their payroll system for
employees to select a voluntary payroll
deduction and determine the timeline for
themselves (e.g., monthly payments vs.
weekly). MGB sends one check to the farm
based on the number of employees who enroll.
Once they transitioned to payroll deduction,
they tripled participation and found that that
diversity of participants mirrored the company
much more closely. Faced with a challenge of
wanting to make product as physically
accessible as possible at MGB, they first shifted
the pick-up location from the third floor
outside the cafeteria to the lobby, and they now
allow employees to pick up at any of the Clover
Food Lab (a popular a la carte restaurant)
locations across Boston.
Creating a program that is accessible to all
employees that want to participate is a priority
for Bronson Medical Center as well. Grant
Fletcher, Systems Director of Healthy Living
and Sustainability at Bronson Medical Center
in Kalamazoo Michigan, has been managing a
year-round CSA program for about eight years.
Currently, the CSA program is hosted by a
farm called Crisp Country Acres which
facilitates the entire process including
communications, payment, and delivery to the
hospital. Bronson employees pay the farm up
front but receive a discount and are able to
“build their own box” on a weekly basis.
Fletcher notes that this past fall they sold more
shares than they had in six years. That being
said, remote working is also having an impact
on their program. “It’s hard to imagine that
staff will ever return fully to campus,” he says,
referencing the 25% of staff currently working
from home. “It might be easier to reach the
people on campus but it’s harder to reach the
people off campus now. It would be great to
expand the CSA into home delivery. We need
to figure out a way to make bussing food to
homes the standard.”

CSA Engagement Models
Upfront CSA model, logistics and payment
handled by facility: Staff pay for a seasonal
share upfront and dining/sustainability staff
serve as a liaison between farmer and participant.
Upfront CSA model, logistics and payment
handled by farm: Staff sign up and pay the
farm upfront for a seasonal share. The facility
serves as a pickup location.
Non-committal shares: The facility purchases
a certain amount of weekly shares but staff are
not required to sign up for a full season. Rather,
they decide weekly if they will purchase a box
and pay one share at a time. The number of
shares purchased by the facility might increase
over the season if interest increases and if the
farm can provide additional product.
Payroll Deduction: Staff commit to a weekly
share for the season or the year but payment is
deducted from weekly or monthly paychecks,
reducing the upfront burden.
Reimbursement: Staff are reimbursed for their
participation in the CSA program, the same way
they might be reimbursed for a gym
membership or other wellness benefit. In some
cases, this means staff can participate in any CSA
program of their choosing, not just the program
organized by the facility.
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On-site Retail Programs
Pop-up retail outlets can provide welcome
convenience and access to local, fresh foods to
healthcare staff (who are often working
increased hours and have a higher risk of
exposure) without leaving work. At Bronson
Medical Center, they opened a retail outlet in
January of 2019 to provide staff a space to
purchase all the ingredients they would need
for a meal without leaving work. After seeing
how expensive a new 1000 sq. foot
construction space would be to build, the
facility decided to instead turn the existing gift
shop space into the food store (with a much
more affordable investment in a few coolers
and shelving). Staff make up 80-85% of
customers and local products are served when
possible (about 50% of products overall and
100% of meat and eggs). At the beginning of
the pandemic, they saw an immediate increase
in sales of about $1,000 a day. Nearly all of
Bronson’s local product is sourced, aggregated,
and delivered by the Kalamazoo Valley
Community College Valley Hub. “Valley Hub
has aided us in finding the quantities that we
need, consolidating products from multiple
vendors, minimally processing (carrot coins,
chopped onion, etc.), and reducing the number
of delivery vehicles that arrive at our loading
docks,” Fletcher says.
With a significant reduction in visitors and
cafeteria meals, they also shifted their
operations to expand production in a preexisting onsite commissary outlet that prepares
high quality, fresh, well-presented meals that
can be taken to go. As their self-service food
stations closed, they redeployed food service
staff from the cafeteria to the commissary
kitchen where they prepare about 100 to-go
salads a day. The Commissary is doing five
times the business they were doing in March.
Fletcher believes that this model is something

that might be sustainable in the long run and will
allow them to spend more money on higher quality
food.
Concord Hospital also set up a small grocery store
for staff at the beginning of the pandemic. The
store offers eggs, bread, milk, dried goods, and beef
(100% of which is locally sourced from a New
Hampshire farm). Serafin says that the pop-up has
been so popular that they are going to make it a
permanent feature. Serafin notes that the
relationships with local farms they had established
prior to the pandemic made it possible to grow
these programs amidst huge supply chain
disruptions. “Because of that relationship, we had a
consistent product on hand while people could
literally not buy ground beef,” he says, “you just
can’t deny that these local sources provide a more
reliable market.” Since opening, he estimates that
they have spent about $10,000 on local products for
the store alone.

Strategies for on-site retail stores
Identify pre-existing space, such as a gift
shop or cafe, that can be repurposed rather
than starting new construction.
Partner with local food hubs who can
aggregate, lightly process, and distribute
local products from multiple farms in the
packaging/quantities needed.
Offer quality products and price
competitively so staff choose to shop onsite
instead of going elsewhere.
Consider a mix of grocery items and grab n'
go items that staff can eat on site or take
home as a prepared meal.

The Impact of Existing
Relationships with Local
Producers
The integration of local food into dining services
continues to be a critical piece of farm-to-
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institution initiatives, and innovations in onsite local food markets and CSA programs have
revealed both the resilience that comes from
strong farm-to-institution networks and a rich
opportunity to engage healthcare staff in the
multi-faceted value of local food systems. As
the examples shared in this brief demonstrate,
establishing and maintaining a robust farm-toinstitution value chain at healthcare facilities
and other institutions not only enhances the
quality and variety of foods offered to their
staff and patients, but also serves as a source of
resilience and rapid adaptation in times of
disruption.

Thanks for reading!
For more information and resources on Local and
Regional Food Systems Response to COVID: Building
Better Beyond, visit:
https://lfscovid.localfoodeconomics.com/
where you can sign up for our project listserv, read
other innovation briefs, and check out resources put
forth by other sectors of the local and regional food
system.
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